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he modifies these assumptions somewhat, writing : " Mill took
a yard of cloth as representative of the products of one country
and a yard of linen as representative of the products of the
other. But it seems better to suppose either country to make
up her exports into representative e bales ', that is, bales each
of which represents uniform aggregate investments of her
labour (of various qualities) and of her capital/'* It is im-
portant to realise that this second assumption, though Marshall's
phraseology does not reveal the fact, differs from the first in
a fundamental manner. When several commodities enter into
international trade, the first assumption necessarily conflicts
with the facts unless conditions of constant return prevail
everywhere ; for any modification of international trade con-
ditions, such as will result from the imposition of reparation
levies or of general import or export duties, is bound to alter
the relative values of the different commodities produced
inside each country. The second assumption escapes this
logical difficulty, but only at the expense of allowing a thing
called a bale to have different real contents before and after
taxation. If, however, constant returns prevail everywhere,
both assumptions fit the facts and become equivalent to one
another. An English yard of cloth is the same as an English
bale, each being the fruit of a unit of English labour — I use
labour as a short term to cover a composite " dose " of labour,
capital and land — in all conditions : and a foreign yard 01
cloth is the same as a foreign bale, each being the fruit of a
unit of foreign labour in all conditions.
§ 3. In studying the effects, whether of reparations or of
general uniform taxes on foreign trade, along these lines, we
assume that approximately the same amount of productive
effort is forthcoming everywhere as would be forthcoming in
the absence of these things. This dispenses us from having to
bring into account complications associated with diminish-
ing or increasing returns, which, in the treatment of import
or export taxes on particular commodities, necessarily play an
important part. The assumption is not always in exact accord-
ance with the facts. Heavy reparation levies, for example,
might compel a country subjected to them to increase the
length of its average working day. In my judgement, however,
the assumption is legitimate, in the sense that it is, in general,
1 Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 157.
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